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Tracy Tolbert Exectuive Vice President, ACS, A Xerox Company Who of you in

this audience is a salesperson? We are all sales people. No matter what 

happens to you in the business world you are always selling. Randy was 

selling UVU to him and his wife by ennthusiactically telling him all of the 

virtues going on at UVU. Whether it’s in academics or business we are 

always selling. Regardless of what you want to do in the business world you 

need to be capable of selling. Embrace it and be good at it. ACS: Business 

Process Outsourcing- we do all this stuff for giant companies that they don’t 

want to do. 

Desktop support, finance and accounting, HR. They do the stuff in the back 

office. UNA BASE technology. ACS is going to make us grow and we’re a 

family owned company but we don’t have a formal organization. Would you 

be interested in helping us? Almost didn’t do it would have been the biggest 

mistake. ACS was sold to Xerox. The reasons ACS grows is because they sell,

they wouldn’t have had the opportunity to join with Xerox if they didn’t sell. 

Market value revenue is driven by sells. Sometimes you need to reach for the

stars (Disney). They do it IT side of Disney. 

IBM, HP, and other big companies had the opportunity to bid on Disney so 

APS didn’t know if they stood a chance. $1M dollars chasing Disney. At the 

time our biggest company was 50M to keep up with Disney starting bid was 

180M. At the end of the day the client decided to split it, half with IBM and 

half with APS. Which was double what they’ve ever gotten. Sometimes you 

take a gamble and you need to stand behind it. Now they own ? of it and IBM

owns ? of it. Sometimes you have to sell to survive Nike they run all of the it 

infostructure. 
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Every client they have is with the Fortune 500 and they remind you of it. EDS

(rival company) they win we lose and when they find out the jack ass won 

he’s mad. (That guy use to work for them and he is very arogant and they 

had enough of him and he went back to EDS). What can we do creatively to 

wow these guys so they got super creative. Relationships matter they had a 

good relationship with Rolland. (Dan the jack ass is coming on a plane to sign

the deal) while their CEO is talking to the CIO of the company. They renewed 

the contract with them again last summer. 

You have to keep selling them everyday and reminding them. Sometimes 

you don’t have to look very far McDonalds is one of their great clients. 

They’ve been a client with them for 7 years and just barely re-newed. IT 

outsourcing for McDonalds. How can I leverage them how can I do something

big for them? Sometimes you have to start small Metlife (snoopy and charlie 

brown) knew they could grow with them. Penetrate get their first piece of 

business then radiate from them. They’re 20x more then the initial contract 

they signed. David Bywater, COO BS in Economics BYU MBA Harvard Former 

Bain Consultant. 

He’s a smart guy but that’s not why he’s successful. He outworks everyone 

on the team. If you are not willing to work your guys out and leave a little bit 

on the floor you are not going to be successful. You can’t become single 

focused. Figure out how to balance. You can’t lose sight of the other parts of 

your life. Outside interests, family that you enjoy. When things aren’t going 

well and the only thing you have in your life is work that’s when you whole 

life goes bad. Those are the days you go to a piano recital, on a date, or do 

something you enjoy. 
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